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ABSTRACT.—This study looked at the classification of bats by the Matses Indians

of Amazonian Peru using four methods: 1) interviews; 2) elicitation of bat names

using freshly-captured zoological specimens; 3) grammatical analysis of bat ter-

minology; and 4) analysis of recorded texts about bats. The results showed that

although the Matses have only one lexicalized name for referring to bats (of which

57 species have been collected at one Matses village), they recognize morpholog-

ical and behavioral diversity in the local bat fauna at the level of family, subfamily,

genus, or species. We suggest methods for identifying unnamed terminal taxa in

folk classification systems, and explore the taxonomic and cognitive nature of

sublexical folk-biological terminal taxa. Implications of our results for biological

inventory fieldwork are briefly discussed.
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RESUMEN.-Este eshidio examina la clasificacion de murci^lagos por los Matses

de la Amazonia Peruana usando cuatro metodos: 1) etrevistas; 2) elicitacion de

nombres de murcielagos usando especimenes recien capturados; 3) analisis gra-

matical de la terminologia referente a murcielagos; y 4) analisis de grabaoones

de textos sobre murcielagos. Los resultados revelaron que aunque los Matses h-

un
un solo pueblo Matses), ellos reconocen

versidad en la morfologia y conducts de la fauna local de murcielagos al nivel de

familia, subfamilia, genero, o especie. Aqui sugerimos metodos para la .deiitih-

taxones
taxones

ciasincacion traaicionaies, y t^xpiuiam^^ ^- -»—
i
^- .-_ ^^ Ut-m-^

terminals en sistemas de nomenclatura biologica tradicional. Djcuhmos bre e-

mente las implicaciones de nuestros resultados para el trabajo de campo de m-

ventario biologico.

RESUME-Cette etude examine la classificaSon des Aauv-sou™ par te Mens

Malses de lAmazonie p^ruvienne en utilisane qualre
"^f^f-.H^^^^^^,^/

recemment

chauve-souris; 3) analyse grammatical de la termina
Les

un

chauve

ils en recomiaissent la diversite dans la ^^^rp^^^^f;f;'!
^^J^.^^^ des methodes

de la famille, la sous-famiUe, le genre, ou I'espece. Nous suggerons
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pour identifier des taxa terminaux sans noms, et nous explorons la nature tax-

onomique et cognitive des taxa terminaux dans les systemes traditionels de clas-

im

les inventaires sur le terrain.

INTRODUCTION

A common finding in ethnobiological classification studies is that some local

biological species get lumped into a single named category with no named sub-

ordinate categories. The conclusion usually drawn from such observations is that

the people whose classification system is being studied are less acute observers

of biological diversity than are Western scientists for the organisms in question.

Although the inference seems self-evident, it could be misleading if non-scientists

consistently recognize some species that they simply do not name. If covert (sub-

lexemic) species recognition is a widespread phenomenon, the use of linguistic

criteria to determine which folk categories are considered for comparisons of clas-

sification systems could significantly underestimate the ability of traditional so-

cieties to discriminate taxa. To emphasize the language-based nature of sudi com-

parisons, we refer to situations where a named terminal folk taxon includes more

than one biological species by the term "lexical underdifferentiation."

In published ethnobiological studies wherein criteria for accepting or rejecting

informant responses have been stated explicitly, names (lexemes habitually used

taxonomic categories) are distinguished

mbiguous lexemic

Huim
Hurm and French 1984). The inevitable outcome of such methodology is that re-

searchers do not actively look for ethnobiological categories below named termi-

nal taxa. Under a theoretical position that consistent linguistic labeling is required

for human category formation, it would be justified to disregard such urmamed
entities. However, this assumption has not been substantiated, and there is evi-

dence that folk biology may be a fertile hunting ground for examples of sublex-

emic categorization. Thus, Diamond and Bishop (1999:37) found that in two out

of three cases of lexical underdifferentiation of the local bird fauna bv the Ke-

informants
between the two species bearing the same name/' Similarly, Dwye

taxonomic
mammalian

* which no formal lexeme
available." Unfortunately, all of these interesting cases were mentioned only in

passing, and none was formally analyzed. Among the few exceptions to this trend,

Buhner and Menzies (1972, 1973) described several sublexemic folk-zoological
taxa recognized by the Karam in some detail.

Curiously, the disregard for unnamed categories is not consistent in ethno-
biology. "Covert categories" (unnamed midlevel groupings of named taxa) and
unnamed "unique beginners" (highest-level taxonomic categories), by contrast,

have received much attention (Berlin et. al 1968; Berlin 1974; Brown 1974; Hays
1976; Atran 1983; Taylor 1984). This inconsistency might be justified in a purely
Imguistic study, where covert midlevel and unique beeinner cateeories delineate
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groupings of lexemes that are relevant to the description of semantic domains.

However, if the object of an ethnobiological project is to explore the perceptual

and cognitive aspects of folk classifications, either in their own right or in com-
parison to other taxonomic systems, it does not make sense to dismiss lower-level

folk categories based solely on lexemic labeling.

Understanding the relationship between folk-biological knowledge and lex-

emic labelling can have practical applications as well, notably for field biologists.

Lists of local plant and animal names are often collected during botanical and

zoological inventories, but the interpretation of such lists can be problematic

(Prance 1984; Schultes 1986; Fleck et al. 1999; Wilkie and Saridan 1999). Whereas

lexical overdifferentiation (in which one biological species corresponds to two or

more nonsynonymous folk species names) can lead to inflated estimates of local

biodiversity (Fleck et al. 1999), lexical underdifferentiation can result in equally

misleading but oppositely biased estimates. Well researched examples of both

phenomena are crucial for more informed applications of folk-taxonomic data in

biodiversity research.

This paper explores the classification of bats (Mammalia: Chiroptera) by the

Matses Indians of Amazonian Peru. Preliminary ethnobiological research (Fleck

1997) indicated that bats are lexically underdifferentiated by this indigenous rain-

forest culture, a hypothesis we subsequently tested in a collaborative field study

of Matses ethnomammalogy. Using both traditional ethnobiological methods (in-

terviews, listing requests, naming exercises, morpho-syntactic tests) and recorded

monologues, we documented Matses knowledge of local bat diversity and natural

history, and we analyzed how that information is linguistically encoded. Simul-

taneous sampling of the local bat fauna provided the necessary materials for nam-

ing exercises, a preliminary estimate of chiropteran diversity in our shidy area,

and permanent documentation of the biological taxa described by Matses infor-

mants.

MATSES AND THEIR INTERACTIONS WITH

The Matses (also known as Mayoruna; Panoan language family; are an in-

digenous Amazonian society consisting of about 1500 persons Uvmg along the

Yavari (Javari) River and its tributaries in Peru and Brazil. Prior to 1969, the Matses

avoided contact by staying far from navigable rivers and maintainmg hostile re-

lations with neighboring non-tribal Peruvians and Brazilians (Romanoff 1984),

although their ancestors may have had sporadic contact with Jesuit missions m
prior centuries (Erikson 1994). In 1969, the Matses ^^t^^lished first peacefu con-

tact with Summer Institute of Linguistics persom^el (Vivar 1975^ and m the 1980s

some groups moved away from the inland villages and settled ^^ the bank of

the Yaquerana (Upper Javari) and Galvez Rivers. Acculturation of the Matse^^to

olde

culture know!
T

Many of the younger men
Matses are still essentially monolingual. Most

Matses still meet
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ities including hunting, fishing, trapping, horticulture and collection of wild

foods.

Matses have no subsistence or ritual interest in

Matses

ter Matses houses to eat ripe plantains, and vampires
Matses and their does and chickens. Other soecies roost

in Matses buildings, particularly abandoned houses, where they make noise
leave feces. Bats visit Matses swiddens to eat plantains and papayas, and to n
in plantain leaves or under the bark of felled trees. While hunting, Matses
quently disturb bats that roost in foliage close to the ground, bat roosts in hoi
trees are often found when felling trees for swiddens, and Matses remove
madillos from burrows that are often inhabited by bats. At dusk, bats can be s

flying around villages, and at night they can be heard vocalizing and swoor
ground outside houses. The Matses

chery target practice. Apparently, the only Matses

them

manifest themseh

them to become

STUDY

This study was conducted principally at the Matses village of Nuevo San J
"W, 5°14'50"S, ca. 150 m River

bank tributary of the Yavari River), in the district of Yaquerana, department
oreto, northeastern Peru (Figure 1). Estimates of average annual rainfall (2900

temperature (25.9°C) are available from I

The
km west of Nuevo San Juan {M.

The area around Nuevo San Juan
is primary rainforest except for gaps from wi ^
swiddens (0.5-2 ha horticultural plots) that have been cleared annuallTsince the
village was established in 1984 (see Fleck and Harder [2000] for additional details
about local habitats).

Over 100 species of bats could be expected to occur in Matses territory, as
interred from available geographic range data (summarized by Voss and Emmons
iyyb). Far from constituting a homogeneous group of confusinelv similar forms

includes many

{Vampyrum
trenchant m

large
(

{Phyllostomus

Thumbless Bat (Furipterus horrens)
{Myotis spp.) are tiny (<10 g). Although most bats are uniformly browr
^ackish, some are distinctively colored; those with distinctive markings

contrastin
diest) the Greater Sac-winged Bat {Saccopteryx hilineata, with two ...^ -

anrbVl^f"'n
' ^^^^^^^^'^ Bat {Ectophylla macconnelli, with hght gray furand bright yellow ears, noseleaf, and thumbs). Other taxonomically irnportant
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HGURE l.-Map showing our study site a. Nue™ San Juan - .he GMvez ^ver a^^^^

Matses

'rphological differences concern the shape of prominent Doay pm
.^

...e,

ed Bats (family Emballonuridae) are recognizable (among ««^^«^yj^
eptionalv mobile, fleshy rostrums; Free-tailed Bats i^^l^^^^^^^'^^^

^g
beyond ght membranes;

muzzles

their

Taxonomic

example, the Proboscis Bat {Rliynchonyderis naso) tyip

characteristically

almost any daytime river trip in Amazonia. Many

Stenodermatinae) roost m
m Some bats feed
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exclusively on flying insects (e.g., families Emballonuridae, Vespertilionidae and

Molossidae), but some Spear-nosed Bats (subfamily Phyllostominae) snatch crick-

ets, katydids, and other crawling insect prey from leaves and stems. Other bats

eat fish {Nodilio leporinus); blood (subfamily Desmodontinae); birds, rodents and

other bats {Vampirum spectrum); fruit (subfamilies Carolliinae and Stenodermati-

nae); or flower nectar and pollen (subfamily Glossophaginae),

METHODS

Data for this study were collected during three field seasons, in 1994 (4

months), 1998 (3 months), and 1999 (3 months). Additionally, in 1995-1996, Fleck

worked among the Matses for 20 months documenting their rainforest habitat

classification system and their knowledge of non-flying mammal diversity, during

which time he became moderately fluent in the Matses language.

Preliminary Interviews.—From April to July 1994, 12 Matses hunters from the vil-

lages of Nuevo San Juan, Remoyacu, and Buen Peru (Figure 1) were individually

interviewed about the local mammal fauna in order to obtain a list of Matses

mammal names. Once this initial list was compiled, 5 informants (Informants A-
E) were selected to answer more detailed questions about the natural history of

taxa in these lists. Because these earliest interviews were carried out before Fleck

was fluent in Matses, they were conducted in the local Sparush dialect with bilin-

gual Matses speakers. However, as soon as the Matses names for mammals were
learned, these were used instead of the Spanish terms. Among other questions,

each of the 5 informants was asked if there was more than one type of that named
taxon; affirmative responses were followed up with a request to list the different

kinds. In the case of bats, interviewees were asked, ";Cuantas calidades de cues-

The informants

continue
this part of the preliminary interviews will be referred to as "listin

Interviews were conducted without anv other adults nresent in ord€

interviewees

mmons
(Eisenberg 1989), and with specific questions about bats that were expected to be
in the area; however, only those responses given without prompting are consid-

m
Recording of —From May to July of 1998, mono
about the natural history of local mammals were elicited from 7 Matses men
(Informants C-I; two from Buen Peru, two from Nuevo San Juan, two from Buenas
Lomas, and one from Estiron; Figure 1) and recorded on digital minidisk. All

monologues were in the Matses language (5 of the informants spoke Spanish to

various levels of fluency, the other 2 were completely monolingual). To elicit the
texts, informants were asked to talk about a terminal folk taxon, which was men-
tioned only once by the interviewer (Fleck). Informants were asked to say as much
as they wanted about any topic relating to the folk taxon in question, and were
not mterrupted or asked to continue, regardless of the length of their monologue
Each mformant was interviewed with no other adults present in order to achieve
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.se. These recordings were subseq

checked for accuracy with Matses

Juan in 1999.
.1. "tt.

fng and Taxonomic Identifications.—Vrom May to July of 1998, Voss

fauna within a 3-km radius of Nuevo San Juan by ground-level

by searching for roosts (see Voss and Emmons [1996] for detailed

hese inventory methods). Local habitats sampled by mistnetting

s and clearings around Matses houses, secondary growth (aban-

0, well drained primary forest, aguajales {Mauritia flexuosa palm

ver beaches. Under the forest canopy, mistnets were usually de-

(tandem)

confi

just before dark (often when it was stiU light enough to read), and were tended

__ ... 1 .^1 i.1 . ^i^o^^ /'itcii::ilW Vipfnrp midnight). The equipment

m
mm

Matses

m
September

Matses men
;o employed on any given day. R)r the first month ot the lyv^ tu

Matses did not collect bats or record data themselves, bu returned

specmiens

Matses

selves^nd Ln Wght the specimens to He* who identiSed c^.osued^nd

preserved them. Matses

(Figure 2), which Fleck later translated.

All mistnetted and shot bats were provi

field using published sources (e.g., Emmons 1

voucher specimens were preserved for every
Their

individual whose identihcation was aeeiaeu ^x ^.^x...^^^^- -,
pvimined all

field identifications were subsequently confirmed by Simmon ^wh^
^ouXs are

preserved bat voucher material from this project ^-P^^^^^^^Z
?d m the Museo de Historia Natural

xT.fur;,!

Marcos (Lima) and in the American Museum of Natural

York).

^/ __Our^g the 1998 field s^so. r^s^f^^l^T^tZ

San Juan

Matses bat

Flprk. The
anon was conaucieu ai iNw^v^ -— j— . ^onf;^ininff specmiens
e Matses (Informants E-G and J-O) in a plashc

''f
^ ™"''"^ j w:

ral species (including multiple individuals of

'^^;^^'^;:'X^% , .,

lentification number. The M^'^-
""f.^^^eC^T Matses were enco,

sometimes in groups, to name the bi>'s '" "<e

J ^^^j, ^^^ a

I to inspect the bats by turning them over and strm
^^

^^^.^^,

more
discovery of white
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I
'

FIGURE 2.—One page from a Matses research

ifus) and one Spear-nosed Bat {Phyl
in.fn»„ u , V r-r r .

"^<^^^^^ Ddib ymomsus rufus) and one Spear-nosed Bat [fnyi-

Sn Xi r i^-
^[.""^^^^^^'^^ 'Tuesday, November 4, 1999. 1 killed three niste palm [Zrwrto

aeltotdea] hole dwellincr onPQ t ViiioH h..^ ^-,:i^j t.... ^ . .,, , , ^ r, ..irr t

chop
two tailed bats and one tailless one. Many

three bats.' To right of drawing: 'The

specimen
name of the informant

During the first month of the 1999 field season, while accompanying Matses
assistants to collect bats at roosts they had found Matses

names

fo rnnn^'l" r ^'"'' ^P^''^'^ *<= *<" t-^ts- When the Matses started

InJwl * 1 ™ "' °™' *''>' ""=« •'^'*d to record a riame for the bat

to MaTslo *' h r Irf r^' '^^'^- ^^'^'^ ^' *e viUage, Fleck ofter, discussed

Mat^s ritt *' ^''"^ "^" "l^" "'k^ted them ar^d with ar,y other

^'1T_*1T'^ P"-^^*^"'' ^"d '«=«--ded terms arrd phrases that the MaJs used
to refer to the hats.

of Bat Terminohgy.-Matses responses ffrom

distinterms (endocentric expressions; h.^So^':^^:^.'^^
phrases (exocenWc expressions). These tests invoTved modifying
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linguistically and checking with speakers for grammaticality and, if grammatical,

recording the meaning of the modified phrases. Morpho-syntactic tests were ap-

plied both at the time of the name elicitation with the dead bats at hand, and at

other times using the entire inventory of responses. The general principle of Mats-

es grammar upon which these tests were based is that lexicalized polymorphemic

names are treated grammatically as noun roots while descriptive phrases are not.

Thus, lexicalized phrases cannot have any linguistic material (affixes, clitics or

words) inserted between the units in the word/phrase, and modifiers modify the

whole lexeme, rather than just one component. Descriptive phrases, by contrast,

can have linguistic material inserted between the morphemes, and the scope of

the modifiers can be restricted to the word in the phrase that directly precedes

them.

RESULTS T^

Listing Requests.—The 5 interviewees responded to the question of how many

types of bats they knew about with a mean of 16.6 responses (ranging from 8 to

22), totaling 83 cumulative responses distributed among 43 different bat descrip-

tive terms. Table 1 is a compilation of all the responses to the listing requests.

information

mor
twice as common

interviewees, but many
by 4 of the 5. Inspection of Table 1 reveals that several pairs of responses given

same informant would be im
and

bat').

Recording of Bat Natural History Accounts—The seven recorded bat natural history

accounts lasted a total of 13:20 minutes, ranging from 99 seconds to 145 seconds,

wUVt =. rr,Q^^ ^( -i-iA c^^^r^r^Ac. A Ucf of l^a^ natural historv information given by

Matses
responses

more

lations). Interestingly, in contrast to th(

(Table 1), the Matses m(W\ologues includ

about morphology, although there was
ferring to morphology than to behavior.

Bat Fauna! Sampling and Taxonomic Identifications.—YJe collected a total of 503 bat

specimens at Nuevo San Juan from 1998 to 1999. We mistnetted on 21 mghts m
1998, deploying an average of 40.9 m of nets for 2.6 hours per night. Overall, we

netted for 2,309 net-meter-hours (nmh), caphiring 372 bats, of which we presen-ed

166 as voucher specimens. We recorded data from 24 bat roosts m 1998 and from

142 roosts in 1999, for a cumulative total of 168 recorded roosts. A total of Jll

specimens were collected as roost vouchers from 1998 to 1999.

Combining bat identifications obtained by mistnetting and by seardimg tor

' "~ pecies representing 33 genera

subfamilies; Appendix A). In
docume

m 10 higher-order Linnaean categories (families or suDiamine^ ..ppc..-.-^,. -.

addition, the local occurrence of two or three other species (not obser%'ed by us;
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TABLE L—Compilation of bat descriptive phases listed by five Matses interviewees.

Matses responses Translation

Names describing appearance (55 responses; 26 different phrases)

Color

cuesban cheshe

cuesbatj ushu

cuesban pin

cuesban tanun

cuesban beshpiu

cuesban cheshe-cheshe

cuesban piu-piumbocquid

'black/dark bat'

'white/light-colored bat'

'red bat'

'gray bat'

'yellow bat'

'brown bat'

'reddish bat'

cuesban tanun-tanuquiocquid 'grayish bat'

Distinctive markings

'red-headed bat'

'variegated-backed bat'

'stripe-backed bat'

'spotted bat'

'little bat'

l^ig bat'

'Uttle black bat'

'big black bat'

'little light-colored bat'

Tittle red bat'

'big red bat'

Tittle gray bat'

'little spotted bat'

Tittle white-bellied bat'

'big-eared bat'

'free-tailed bat'

'fleshy-nosed bat'

Informant

A B C D E

A B

A
A

cuesban mapiu
cuesban cabedi

cuesban cadaun
cuesban bedi-bedicquid

Size

Cuesbanempi

cuesbandapa

Color and size

cuesban cheshempi
cuseban cheshedapa
cuesban ushumpi
cuesban piumpi
cuesban piudapa
cuesban tanunempi

Distinctive marking and su

cuesban bedimpi
cuesban tacsedempi

Distinctive body parts

cuesban pabiatedapa
cuesban incuente choquid
cuesban deuishquedo
cuesban cabedi deuisac 'variegated-backed, long-nosed bat'

Names describing natural history (28 responses; 17 different phrases)
Feedmg habits

cuesban mani cheqtiid

aiesban nuequid pequid
cuesban cute bacue chequid
cuesban bucu bacue chequid
cuesban chiiiish bacue chequid
cuesban capishto pequid
cuesban biush pequid
cuesban intac chishquid

Roosting habits

cuesbati mechodo icquid
cuesban cute shecue icquid
cuesban buintad shecue icquid

B
A B
A B
A

A B
A B

A
A

plantain

eatin

dicot-tree-fruit-eating bat'

A
A

fruit-eating

•eating

eating A

fly/mosquito-eating bat'

'blood-sucking bat'

'bat that is in hollow termite nests' A
'bat that is in dicot tree holes'
'bat that is in hardwood tree holes' A

'-^^•^f^!!^!!!^;^^

B

C

B C
B

C

ABC

A B C D
B CBCD
B

D

D

D
D

D

BCD
B

A
A B C D
A B C D

B

D

D

D
D

E

E

E

E

C D E

D E

D

E

E
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TABLE L—(continued)
w

Informant

Matses responses Translation A B C D E

cuesban matti pada podo icquid 'bat that is in wild banana leaves' D
acte cuesban 'river bat' A B C D
acte nantan cuesban 'on-the-river bat' B

abuc cuesban 'high-up bat' B

Vocalization

cuesban coshquequid l^at that vocalizes sajring "cosh"' C

Total responses given by each

Total different responses = 43

83; mean = 16.6)

is implied by Matses descriptions of fishing bats (almost certainly Noctilio lepori-

ms), vampires that feed on humans and dogs {Desmodus rolundus), and vampires

that feed on chickens (perhaps Diaemus youngi and /or DipkjUa ecaudata). The local

bat fauna therefore includes a probable minimum of about 60 species.

Elicitation of Bat Names.—Elicited bat names showed much inconsistency among

informants, among single informants' responses for different specimens of the

same species, and even among responses of single informants for a single speci-

men, suggesting that none of the responses were lexicalized names, i.e., lexemes

habihially used to designate a category. Interestingly, however, the responses were

not completely random, exhibiting some preferences in the subset of descriptive

phrases used, or, perhaps, a tendency to focus on a particular subset of morpho-

logical/behavioral characteristics (Table 3).

The most evident pattern in bat name elicitations was that all names elicited

using dead bats that were mistnetted the night before were descriptive of the bat's

appearance, while some names elicited at roost sites were descriptive of roosting

feeding

morphological

lists all name elicitation responses for one bat family, illustratmg the level ot m-

in resDonses and the nature

This oattem

the bats other than those directly obser\^able during elicitation were not inducible

by the Matses upon inspection of bat carcasses or roosts.

When several Matses were present during name elicitation, they never argued

among each other as to the "correct" name for a bat when they gave differen

responses. This contrasts with name elicitation for other mammahan taxa, in that

there were sometimes arguments about nomenclature. For example, when a group

of Matses were presented with a freshly killed specimen of Scolomys ucayalensis,

a rarely-encountered, tiny, gray mouse, the following discussion ensued:

1st man: yama biec-quid ne-e-c

short.tailed.opossum be.like-Agt.Nzr be-Npast-Tnd ic

'It's one that is like a short-tailed opossum.'
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TABLE 2.—Summary of the 7 recorded bat natural history accounts (see Appendix B for

the translations of all the natural history accounts).

Type of

information Information given
w^^"-I-^
diversity/abundance there are different kinds of bats

morphology

feeding habits

roosting habits

bats are numerous
black/dark-colored

white/light-colored

red

white-chested

small

large

little and black

big and black

little and white

little and gray

free tail

tiny tail

fleshy nose

long tongue

have wings
eat all sort of things

eat plantains

eat only the end of the plantain

eat plantains in swiddens
eat dicot tree fruits

eat fig {Ficus spp.) fruits

eat vine fruits

eat Cecropia tree fruits

eat fruits by going back and forth
eat fruits while hanging
eat fruits in primary forest

vocalize as they eat fruits

eat roaches

eat crickets

catch insects on the wing
suck Matses' blood
blood doesn't coagulate after bat bite
suck dogs' blood
bite dogs on the ear
suck chickens' blood
eat at night

roost in different ways
roost in hollow trees

roost in hollow termite nests
roost under fallen trees
roost between stilt roots

trunks

gull

banana

roost

modify leaves to make tents

C
C
c

c
c
c
c
c

c

c
c

c

c
c

c

c

Informant

C D E

D

D

C D

roost in Hyospathe elegans palm leaves C D
roost in Attalea butyracea palm leaves

E
E
E F

F

E
E

E F

E

E

F

G
C D E F G

E F G
F G

G

G

E
E F G

G
F G

F
F
F G
F

C D E F G H I

G

H

H
H

F G H
F

G H
E
E F G
E F G H
E F
E
E

F
E F G

I

I

I

I

I

I

H I

I

I

H I

H
H
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TABLE 2.—(continued)

Type of

information

sounds

movement

Information given

C

C
c
c
c
c
c

roost above rafters of houses

roost in abandoned houses

roost on trees over rivers

roost near sandy streams

roost near swiddens
roost high up
roost in primary forest

sleep hanging
hang upside-down
roost in groups

dirty their roosts with feces

make audible vocalization

vocalize at night

vocalize high up
make audible flapping noise

[call imitations]

[flapping imitations]

fly around at night

do not fly around in the day

fly high

fly over the river

always swooping by
throw down fruits as they fly by

activities in houses come inside houses

fly around inside houses

come in houses to eat plantains

give birth inside in house roofs

leave feces inside houses

knock down arrows inside houses

vocalize inside houses

non-natural history inedible (dietary taboo)

bats are bad/worthless

Matses kill bats that come in houses

C

C

Informant

C D E F G H I

D

D
D

C D
D

C

D
D

D
D

C
D

C D
C

D

E
E
£

G

F

F
F

H
H

H

I

I

H I

H I

H
H

I

H
H I

I

I

old man: yama
sliort.tailed.opossum

ne-e-cpenquio ne-e-c tambisempi

NegEmph be-Npast-Indic rat/mouse

ne-e-c

be-Npast-Indic

'It's not a short-tailed opossum. It is a rat/mouse/

2nd man: tamhis'empi-n bacue ne-e-c

rat/mouse-Gen offspring be-Npast-Indic

'It's a baby rat.' [lit. 'It's a rat/mouse's offspring.']
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old man: bactie penquio ne-e-c

offspring Neg

en IS aton shoma

be-NpasMndic here look 3Gen teat

female

gated teats, indicating it had raised a litter]

woman: ne-e-cchecampi

mouse.opossum be-Npast-Indic

'It's a mouse opossum.'

old man: checa penqtiio ne-e~c checa deuisac

opossum Neg

ic-e-c

Indie opossum long.nosed

neid

Indie this.one

dehiate-mpi ic-qnid

nose-Dim have-Agt.Nzr

ne-e-c

be-Npast-Indic

'It's not an opossum; opossums have long muzzles; this is one that

has a small muzzle.'

of Bat Terminology. Matses responses to bat listing

;ynchronically analyzable and descriptive in nature,

late cateeorv name cuesban 'bat' modified by an en-

We

taxon].

similar/related to [some
//

Matses

unfamiliar m

d by Berlin

it, indicating

meanm
Matses subordinate type

specific" nomenclature pattern (Berlin 1972). If Matses

composite lexemes" and Berlin

econdary

syntactic

characteristics of ad hoc descriptive phrases, as indicated
In Matses

those

formally indistin

names, as in example (1). But at least two

m
These tests are based on the grammatical property of Matses

lexeme
mi

d. So, despite being a predominantly polysynthetic language (i.e., words in

language can contain many morphemes), compounds can be formed in Matses
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without phonological union of the stems (as in Chinese [Anderson 1985]). The
first morpho-syntactic test is based on the grammatical pattern in Matses that

nominal enclitics generally occur at the end of noun phrases, but if the enclitic is

part of a lexicalized name, it will not be moved to the end of the noun phrase

when another element is added to the noun phrase after the head noun. For

example, in (1) it is not clear whether -mpi 'Diminutive' is part of a name {btuimpi

is a lexicalized name for the pygmy anteater, Cyclopes didadyJus, a very small

species of anteater) or if it is part of a descriptive phrase meaning 'small taman-

dua' (a tamandua is a medium-sized anteater; the species found in Amazonia is

Tamandua tetradactyla). When an adjective is added, however, this ambiguity dis-

appears, because the adjective must follow -mpi if -mpi is part of the lexicalized

name (ex. 2), but if the utterance is a descriptive phrase, -mpi will go at the end

of the noun phrase, after the adjective (ex. 3).

(1) beui-mpi ne-e-c

tamandua-Dim be-Npast-Indic

'It's a pygmy anteater' (name)

or: 'It's a small tamandua' (descriptive phrase)

(2) beui-mpi cheshe ne-e-c

tamandua-Dim black be-Npast-Indic

;my a

small

(3) beui cheshe-mpi ne-e-c

tamandua black-Dim be-Npast-Indic

'It's a small, black tamandua'

but not: ""It's a black pygmy anteater'

The second test involves the mor^M.^^ <j\^\^\ULi\JL LCDL llLVLIlVtJ Lilt: lllWi k-'i iv-iii^ ..^w, -| >. -

ending with a vowel, -quio to those ending in a consonant), which may occur on

stems of any open lexical class. Because it is a suffix (rather than an enclitic) its

domain is the word to which it is attached, so its emphatic/augmentative meaning

normally modifies only the meaning of the word to which it is attached (rather

ttached

Stem without restriction. But in multiple-word monolexemic phrases, like that tor

puma {Puma concolor; ex. 4), the suffix -mho treats the whole phrase as a noun

root; i.e., when the series hedi piu refers to a puma, it is impossible to suthx

mho to hedi, and when -mho is suffixed to piu, it affects the meaning of the

whole phrase (ex. 5, first translation), but if hedi piu is used a descriptive phrase,

-mho modifies only piu (ex. 5, second translation). Also, when hedt ptu is a lexeme,

fi,^r_. . ,,. .
^^ \, , ... .,... .uu^,.^i. fT^o fran>ilationm 6) IS unusual.

only possible translation for this

correct sentence.
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' V

(4) b'edi piu

jaguar red

'puma (Puma concolory

'red/orange/yellow jaguar' (a possible, but unusual gloss)

(5) b'edi piu-mho is-o-tnhi

jaguar red-Aug see-Past-lA

'I saw a true puma/
or; 'I saw a bright red/orange/yellow jaguar/

(6) bedi-mbo piu is-o-mbi

jaguar-Aug red see-Past-lA

'I saw a true jaguar that was red /orange/yellow/

but not; *'I saw a true puma/

Matses speakers rejected all attempts to modify bat listing request and nam-

ing responses as if they were lexemes, while accepting the majority of construc-

tions consisting of the response modified as if it were a descriptive phrase. For

example, when two specimens of the small, light-colored Lesser Sac-winged Bat

{Saccopteryx Jeptura) were captured, one Matses named them both as cuesbanempi

'small bat' Upon Fleck's attempt to refer to the lighter-colored one of the two by

adding an adjective to the noun phrase as though it was a lexeme using (7), (8)

was given as a correction, an expression exhibiting the properties of ad hoc de-

scriptive phrases (asterisks mark rejected sentences).

(7) * ciiesban-mpi ushu

bat-Dim white

('light-colored small bat')

(8) cuesban ushu-mpi
bat white-Dim

'small light-colored baf

^

I i

1 1

name i to be

inseparable from cuesban. Similarly, when a specimen of the White-t:
Round-eared Bat, Tonatia silvicola, a large, light-gray bat, was named cuesb
m 'gray bat,' the informant allowed the suffix -quio to be inserted wit
phrase (9), and when -quio was suffixed to the adjective, only the meanin
adjective was modified, rather than the whole phrase (10).

(9) cueshan-quio ushu
bat-Aug white

'a light-colored true baf

of the
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(10) cuesban tanun-quio

bat gray-Aug

Very light-colored bat'

but not: *'true light-colored bat'

In conclusion, the results of such tests show that none of these responses

possess any morpho-syntactic properties of lexicalized polymorphemic phrases;

instead, all of them appear to represent ad hoc descriptions.

DISCUSSION

Matses Recomize Bat Categories Below the Level of Order?—The

lemic expressions to pass tlie syntactic tests tor lexemic status is tne

-)p11ing evidence that the Matses lexicon has but one lexicalized name

lesban. The inconsistency of the naming exercises using dead bats alsc

he conclusion that there is only one Matses lexeme for bats. As sug-

Berlin et al. (1974:51), an important clue for determining the lexemic

m utterance is "the reliability and stability of a particular linguistic

n over time and across informants/' However, it must be acknowledged,

that the inability

known organisms in

shortcoming of naming
informants failed to identify prepared skins of the Screaming Piha

{Upaugus vociferans), despite its immistakable, loud call and the common occur-

rence of this bird in the region (Berlin 1992). Bats are particularly subject to the

limitations of eliciting names in the absence of behavioral and ecological cues,

even though we used freshly-killed bats rather than stuffed specimens. Because

Matses

:ame animals

nochimal it is difficult to observe their morphological charac

Similarly

and
temal anatomy. Therefore, it would not be surprising if the Matses responses

naming experiments using dead bats varied widely even if the Matses had le

names
and

were inconsistently-applied phrases describing readily apparent morphological

rl.^.-.^..^-. ..^_ -^ . .1 . .t__ 1 .:.4.^^^,r 1-Ki V.;^f n.imine was due to the aa
chara

nature

Thus, the only lexeme in Matses

responds'to the scientific taxonomic rank of order (Chiroptera). From a biologists

nf^rc

—

.•„ .1 . . j..j.-rr ^x^^r.r. rnn<.irlpnn2 that cwesbflw (a cate-

gory
i not turther subdividea into suDuiumaL^ x.^...>- „ -

' occurring scientific terminal taxa. By implicahon tire Mats^ would

much less acute observers of bat diversity than are biolog.sts. Howeve,

seems
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(Table 1), which seem to indicate that the Matses recognize bat diversity at levels

corresponding to Linnaean family, subfamily genus, and even species.

The fact that Matses informants could list many kinds of bats from memory

prior to our name elicitation exercises implies that bat descriptive phrases used

by the Matses are not all based on immediate perception, but reflect a learned

classification of bats that exists at some psychological level. In several listed ex-

amples, a descriptive phrase could only apply to one biological species, such as

acte cueshan 'river bat', and acte nantan cuesban 'on-the-river bat', two terms that

clearly apply to Rliynclwnyderis naso (the only bat commonly found roosting over

rivers in Matses territory). Another example is cuesban nuequid pequid 'fish-eating

bat', which could only plausibly refer to Nodilio leporinus. Similarly, only bats of

the genus Tln/roptera (Disk-winged Bats) roost in new, roUed-up wild banana

leaves, so the expression, cueshan mani pada podon icquid 'bat that is in wild

banana leaves', almost certainly refers to members of this genus. Although the

Matses do not seem to know that there is more than one kind of vampire, the

frequently listed expression, cueshan intac chishquid 'blood-sucking bat', reflects

knowledge that there is a subset of bats that consume blood (members of the

phyllostomid subfamily Desmodontinae). Similarly, the phrase cueshan deuish-

quedo 'fleshy-nosed bat', could only appropriately apply to bats of the family

Emballonuridae because the descriptive term deuishquedo is otherwise only used

to talk about the tapir's strikingly similar proboscis. (Indeed, in naming exercises,

the phrase cueshan deuishquedo was never a response for any bats belonging to

biological taxa other than Emballonuridae.)

Lists such as those in Table 1 reveal a detailed knowledge about variation in

bat natural history, but do not necessarily hnply that the Matses conceive any

categories beyond the level labeled by cueshan. Because all categories in any con-

text necessarily contain some variation in traits among members, the question

here is: (i) do the Matses simply recognize variation in bat morphology and be-

havior, attributing the variation to single individuals exhibiting the whole range

of characteristics at different times, or to individuals within the same population

displaying any of these characteristics idiosyncratically; or (ii) do they actually

recognize discontinuities (and multiple prototypes) within the category of cues-

han, and attribute them to separate subcategories? One way to answer this ques-

tion is to consider whether the Matses recognize multiple consistently co-varying

morphological and behavioral traits associated with groups of bats that are re-

ferred to with particular descriptive phrases, thus pointing to the existence of

natural categories^ within cueshan.
For comparison, let us consider Matses classification of dogs. The dogs with

which the Matses are familiar, their hunting dogs, are thoroughly interbred, so

there are no discontinuous breeds. Nevertheless, the Matses recognize variation

m coloration, adult size, and hunting abilities of dogs, and they frequently use

descriptive expressions like opa piu 'yellow dog', opampi 'little dog', opa bedi-

bedtcqutd 'spotted/variegated dog', and opa neishame tsihanquid 'dog that chas-

es tapirs' (the ultimate accolade of a fearless hunting dog). The Matses know dogs

very well, seeing this variation manifested among littermates, and so they do not

seem to consider these dogs to be different in kind, nor any of these characteristics

to be systematically associated with one another. Nevertheless, Matses speakers
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provided lists of descriptive phrases for dogs comparable to those in Table 1.

Therefore, listing exercises alone cannot distinguish between the recognition of

natural categories on the one hand and of individual variation on the other.

Recorded natural history monologues^ however seem to provide unambigu-

ous evidence that the Matses recognize natural categories of cuesban? For exam-

ple, in (F19; the letter represents the informant, the number is the sentence number

in the text; see Appendix B for the full texts), the use of the collective marker

'ho implies that the bats being mentioned are thought of as a group, as opposed

to singular referents, whereas in (E03) this seems to be mentioned explicitly

—

without reduplication of the root, this word would mean 'another (kind)', but

with reduplication its literal translation is something like 'another-and-another

kind' hi fact, 5 of the 7 informants explicitly stated that there were different kinds

of bats and enumerated them in their monologues.

F19 nua-mbo cuesban ic-nuc-bi titsi-bo ania-tsec

large-Aug bat be-while:Diff.Ref-Emph other-Coll small-Dim

tsad-quid cuesban ne-e-c

be:Pl-Agt.Nzr bat be-Npast-lndic
F

'Bats are ones that while some bats are large, other (groups) are small.'

E03 cuesban utsi-utsi-ec-quid cuesban

bat other-(redup=Distr)-Advzr:Litr-Agt.Nzr bat

ic-e-c incuente cho-cjuid cuesban debiate

be-Npast-Indic tail have-Agt.Nzr bat nose
I

I
I

de-uishque-to-aid cuesban shidiadquid ushu-mbo ic-quid

nose-move-Incho-Pat.Nzr bat chest white-Aug be-Hab

cuesban cheshe

bat black

There

ed bats, black bats.

Additional examples provide compelling evidence that at least some bat categories

recognized by the Matses are natural in the sense of being based on mu tiple

shared characteristics. For example, sentence (117) describes a category of bat that

is defined by both size and coloration. Other kinds of bats are described as sharing

morphological and behavioral traits, such as size and roost t)Te (F20), size co^r

and roosting location (E15-16), size, coloration, roosting locahon and roo^t type

(G07-O8), size and vocalization (118), size and feeding habits
^^^J\^f^^'^

body part and feeding habits (DOS), and roost type, circadian activity, size and

roosting location (Dll-12).
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117 cuesban-dapa utsi ic-e-c cheshe-tnho-quid nua

bat-big other be-Npast-Indic black-Aug-Agt.Nzr large

ic-quid

be-Agt.Nzr

'There is another big bat, a very dark-colored one, a big one.'

F20 utsi b'epucte podo an-diad-ts'ec-ec ush-quid

other leaf leaf inside-hang-Dim-while:S/A>S sleep-Hab

'Other little ones sleep hanging inside monocot leaves [rolled-up new ba-

nana and wild banana leaves]/

E15 picts'ec-quid-mpi-mho ic-quid aid-bi-en acte nantan

small-Agt.Nzr-Dim-Aug be-Agt.Nzr that-Emph-Focus river on

ic-tsec-quid

be-Dim-Hab

'One that is very small, that one lives on the river/

E16 ciiesban tanun-mpi acte nantan ic-tsec-quid cuesban
bat gray-Dim river on be-Dim-Hab bat

'(That) little, gray bat roosts over the river ... the bat.'

G07 utsi-bi cuesban cheshe-mpi abuc ic-tsec-quid

.
other-Emph bat black-Dim high be-Dim-Agt

ne-e-c

be-Npast-Indic

'Still another, a little black bat lives high up/

G08 cuete sh'ecue-n ic-quid-bi-di aid ne-e-c
dicot.tree hole-Loc be-Agt.Nzr-like-Emph that be-Npast-Indic

Tt is likewise one that lives in tree hollows/

118 utsi-dapa-bi nua-mbo tsecque tsecque tsecque que-quid
other-big-Emph large-Aug bat.call bat.call batxall say-Agt.Nzr

cuesban-dapa ic-o-sh

bat-big be-Past-3

There was another big bat, a very big, large bat that said, "tsecque, tsecque,

tsecque".'

E17 cueshan pin aid intac chish-quid ne-e-c cuesban
bat red that.one blood suck-Agt.Nzr be-Npast-Indic bat

piu

red

'A red bat, that is one that sucks blood ... a red bat.'
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(

D08 incuente cho-tsec-ec ic-quid mani

tail have-Dim-Advzr:Intr be-Agt.Nzr plantain

che-e-c que-shun cues-quid cueshan

eat.unchewed-Npast-Indic say-after:S/A>A kill-Hab bat

After saying, "the one that has a tiny tail eats plantains'' they [Matses] kill

the bats/

DU sh'ecmaucudanmes shapesh-n ic-quid-di cueshan

wild.banana.species rolled.new.leaf-Loc be-Agt.Nzr-Emph bat

cho-cho-ec ne-e-c

come-(redup=Iter)-Advzr;Intr be-Npast-Indic

'The same one that is in new rolled wild banana leaves is the one that ki

on coming to the house/

D12 nimeduc ush-tsec-ec
- ^

primary.forest:Loc sleep-Dim-while:S/A>S

didique-tsec-ash-bi cho-cho-e-c cueshan

hang-Dim-after:S/A>S-Emph come-(redup=Iter)-Npast-Indic bat

'The (little) bats keep coming after sleeping hanging in the forest.'

Sentences that mentioned the association of morphological and behavioral char-

acteristics for a category of bat were provided by 6 of the 7 informants. It should

!._., . ., ., 1 _ 1... A/T^i^^^ f>-^«i Mnm/n Clan Tuan were
monologues by Matses

involvement in roost searching

i Matses

name el

the Matses recognize sublexical categories of cuesban is m sentences iiKe i

above, which indicate that the Matses behave differently in response to their

egorization of bats.^ u ^
• ^^

The finding that Matses bat categorizations have multiple characteristics

sociated with them allows us to formally distinguish betvx'een categones of dog

-^ritPria ^Kav 1971): although a taxonomy

as-

and bats using set-theoretic taxonomic
is defined as alwavs including a set of

In the Matses

time that multiple characteristics can

referring to a single individual. A sb

cannot be considered a taxon {i.e., u

low the category opa 'dog')- With

characteristics
Strict inclusion of sets

ricted to members of T" (Kay 1971: 868), i.e., a J

tj just if every member of tj is a member of t. and

i which is not a member of tj." Because we coulc

tses as cuesban to be tj, and (for example) those
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TABLE 4.—Bat descriptive phases that could be tentatively associated with a single Lin-

naean bat taxon (See Table 1 for translations of Matses names and Appendix A for English

common names).

Matses term

ciiesban mapiu
cuesban tishumpi

ciiesban tanunempi

cuesban tacsedempi

cuesban incuente choquid

cuesban deuishquedo

cuesban cabedi

cuesban deiiisac

cuesban nuequid pequid

cuesban intac chishquid

cuesban mechodo icquid

cuesban mani pada podo icquid

acte cuesban

acte nantan cuesban

Biological taxon

Phyllostomus hastatus (adult males)

Ectophylla niacconnelli

EctopJtyUa macconnelU

Thyroptera tricolor

Molossidae

Emballonuridae

Saccopteryx spp.

Glossophaginae
Noctilio leporinus

Desmodontinae
Tonatia

Thyroptera

Rhynchonycteris naso

Rhynchonycteris naso

Matses as cuesban deuishquedo 'fleshy nosed bats' (which correspond exclusively

to the biological taxon Emballonuridae) to be t^, and because all members that can

be called cuesban deuishquedo are included in the superordinate category cuesban,

and because there are other bats that are in the set labeled cuesban but not in the

set describable as cuesban deuishquedo, and because we could apply this formality

Matses, it seems
Matses as cuesban deuishquedo constitute a formally-

;nized categories of bats, such as cueshanempi 'little

problematii

Matses

same
(Table 4). The fact that two categories of emballonurid bats that are sometimes
referred to with the descriptive phrases cuesban cabedi Variegated-backed bat'

(genus Saccopteryx) and acte cuesban 'river bat' {Rhynchonycteris naso) are also

sometimes referred to with the phrase cuesban deuishquedo 'fleshy nosed bats'

(family Emballonuridae), could be interpreted as a hierarchy, further suggesting
that there is a taxonomic structure in Matses bat classification. There does appears
to be much cross-categorization in Matses bat classification, but cross indexing
has been found to be a common phenomenon in folk-biological classification sys-

tems generally (Hunn 1975; Ellen 1986).
In summary, although Matses bat classification cannot be described as a per-

ectly taxonomic struchire, there does appear to exist some such structure m at

east a subset of their unnamed bat categories. The nature of this taxonomic struc-

systems.

•ed in the informant's memory,
)iphenomenon of classifying b
Matses bat classification from

ument

lexemes. Linguistic Forms, and Concepts.

characterist
semantic means of recognizing lexemes

from
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are inducible by speakers; i.e., the expressions should be "semantically endocen-

tric" (Hunn 1977:26). This might seem to be an argument for the lexemic status

of some of the Matses bat expressions considering that the Matses associate mul-

tiple characteristics with some bat descriptive expressions, but this would contra-

dict the results of the morpho-syntactic tests. One solution to this paradox is to

consider some responses as being intermediate between fully lexicalized names
and completely ad hoc descriptive phrases. Such an analysis should not be objec-

tionable if we bear in mind that the dichotomy between lexemes and descriptive

phrases simply refers to opposite extremes of a continuum, with some utterances

standing in between lexemes and descriptive phrases in any language. This, in

fact, seems inevitable, considering that many lexemes originate diaclironically

from descriptive phrases, such that at any point in time some expressions will be

incompletely lexicalized. (Note that this does not imply that expressions standing

in the middle of this continuum must be in a transient stage, as there is no evi-

dence to suggest that there is equilibrium only at the extremes.) Therefore, one

might argue that where one draws the line between lexemes and descriptive

phrases is necessarily subject to considerable arbitrariness. The intermediate sta-

tus of such expressions may be realized as in several ways, including the follow-

ing:

1) Sociolinguistic:

a. Being recognized by only some members of the speech community.

b. Being treated grammatically as lexemes by some members of a com-

m
lexemes

Grammatical
1

some grammatical

scriptive phrases,

b. Possessing grammatical, but not phonolo

The intermediate nature of Matses bat descriptive t

kind from such

some
we interviewed women and children). This

considering lexemes in light of the form-mea

Although some ethnobiologists treat lin

which thev stand as bein^ one and the sami

extralineuistic concepts (the signified). The

gnifie

essentially as categories, and it is hard to deny that humans must have some

mental categories that are not linguistically labeled. Therefore, when we fmd that

none of the Matses bat terminology behave morpho-syntachcally as lexemes, tne

implication is that the linguistic forms do not have the properties of lexemes _liie

characteristic of having multiple shared and inducible characteristics on the other

hand, is not a property of the linguistic forms, per se, but of the Matses concepts

of bats. Tlierefore if we consider again the continuum between lexemes and de-

in

intermediate
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of lexemes, but they can be used to refer to a concept that represents a natural

category. If one of these linguistic forms was habitually used to refer a bat cate-

gory, then it would be a typical symbolic linguistic unit.

A symbolic linguistic unit contrasts with an index (such as the English words

that, you and what) which are linguistic units consisting of forms that point to

different entities/concepts at different times. Consider the following expressions

in English:

(1) a. polar bear b. hear

(2) a. that bear b. that

(3) a. big bear b. big one

(4) a. fox squirrel b. big squirrel

The expressions in (1) are symbolic lineuistic units, and can be considered names;

1 indexes

symbolic units in that they do not habitually refer to the same concc

is nevertheless a lexeme in English (while that bear is not). Those in

lexemes in English, and therefore not animal names, but these phrase

formed

more
name. Now consider the examples in (4). The expression fox squirrel is an inter-

esting expression in American English in that it has intermediate lexemic status

in two ways: i) sociolinguistic variation, and ii) sublexemic conceptual status. The

sociolinguistic pattern is that some Americans, especially zoologists and natural-

ists, can identify fox squirrels and regularly refer to them as fox squirrel while

most Americans do not distinguish species of tree squirrels and do not use the

term /ox squirrel. Of those Americans who do not use the term /ox squirrel, some
may live in areas where more than one species of tree squirrel occur in sympatry
(Burt and Grossenheider 1976). For example, many Texans do not distinguish tree

squirrels lexically beyond the term squirrel, yet they have noted that there are

astern Fox

carolinensis) . So

that anyone who does not use the term /
;ory

This situation, and Matses

same
m an mdexical manner to refer to recognized sublexemic categories.

When looking for folk-biological categories, it is certainly a useful shortcut to

begm by collecting names (lexemes) that refer to biological organisms, but one
should not ignore the absence of necessary congruence between the language's
lexicon and the underlying folk-taxonomic struchire. It is intuitive that there is a

difference in the cognitive status between named and unlabeled folk-biological
taxa with lexemically-labeled taxa generally possessing a larger number of shared
attributes (and perhaps a better-formed gestalt image), so it does seem justified
to make a distmction between named and sublexemic categories. One might even
argue that a concept cannot be fully formed until it is habitually labeled by a

lexeme, m which case it becomes entrenched and elaborated by being talked about
m the community more efficiently, and perhaps by being contemplated more
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clearly. However, it is also evident that not all named ethnobiological categories

have identical conceptual status, even if they occur at the same ethnobiological

rank. For example, almost all Americans are familiar with lemming as a biological

taxon, but their concept of lemming is much less developed than that of cat. There-

fore, although excluding unlabeled terminal categories is perhaps justified for

purely linguistic descriptions, it is indefensible for ethnobiological studies of cog-
^ *

mtion.

Correspondence ofMatses and Scientific Classification,—The issue here concerns which

types of folk-biological categories should be considered relevant for comparison

with Western scientific taxa. In Matses, it is possible to distinguish three types of

categories:

1) Those having no lexicalized labels, and being distinguished by a single

characteristic (e.g., Matses opa piu 'yellow dogs').

2) Those having no lexicalized label, but sharing multiple characteristics (e.g.,

the different categories of bats recognized by the Matses).

3) Those having a lexicalized name and sharing multiple characteristics (e.g.,
^

Matses senta 'uakari monkey').

sirriDlv ad hoc

characteristic. Such

incentive

should be noted here that other ethnobiologists have described named categories

that are distinguished by a single characteristic, a category type that we have not

encountered among the Matses. These categories would be essentially the named

counterparts of category type (1). For example, Bulmer and Tyler (1968:359) report

that among the Karam of New Guinea, "informants variously distinguish four or

five [named] sub-taxa of jejeg [a term corresponding to the frog species H\/la

angiana] which, they say, contrast in colour alone, not in shape, size, call, odour,

or any other feahire." And Hunn (1977:51) defines varietal taxa (taxa, by his def-

inition, being named) as "deductive subdivisions [divisions based on a single

category] of continuously heterogeneous inductive taxa."

Type (3) categories are similar to scientific categories, and therefore lend

themselves well to comparison with scientific taxa, but categories of type (2) are

problematic because they reflect the absence of isomorphism (one-to-one corre-

spondence) in a language's biological lexicon and its folk-biological taxonomic

struchire; by contrast, scientific nomenclature and taxonomic structure are^ in

principle at least, isomorphic. One approach for dealing with categories of type

(2) is to consider lexicalized labeling a defining property of subordinate ethno-

m
relevant tvDe of terminal

taxon

classification to scientific classification, then it is unacce

any part of the existing folk-biological taxonomic structure J

is used to determine what categories are folk taxa, theri in m
son is simolv of a language's biological lexicon with Western

omic

constructing a criterial definition
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linguistic labeling as a necessary condition, one could describe the concept of

''folk-biological taxon'' as itself exhibiting prototype category structure, with pro-

totypical taxa possessing the attribute of being named, and less prototypical taxa,

such as type (2) categories, as lacking that attribute. Thus, one would expect pro-

totypical taxa like "folk generics" (Berlin 1972), "folk speciemes" (Bulmer 1970),

and "generic species" (Atran 1999) to be named (the most prototypical possessing

monomorphemic names), and less prototypical taxa, like those of "intermediate,"

"folk varietal" and "folk specific" rariks (Berlin 1992) to sometimes be named
(often with polymorphemic names) and sometimes not. Factors affecting recog-

nition of organisms (biodiversity, size, phenotypic salience, ecological salience and

cultural salience [Hunn 1999]), could be correlated to the prototypicality of the

folk taxon (if any) that corresponds to the biological species, rather than just to

whether the species is recognized linguistically.

One way to make more effective comparisons of folk-biological with scientific

classifications is to consider lexical correspondence and correspondence of taxo-

nomic structures separately. This seems justified considering that lexicalization is

necessarily a product of social consensus, whereas taxonomic structures (while

they may be influenced by culture) do not require societal acceptance, and thus

are free to be elaborated by individual curiosity and experience. Because biological

taxa with no cultural salience but significant perceptual salience (including phe-

notypic discontinuity, size and ecological behavior) are likely to be recognized

but not lexemically labeled,^ it seems probable that comparisons of taxonomic
structures (including covert categories at all levels) will tend to reveal greater

convergence in biodiversity recognition between traditional societies and Western
science than do comparisons of folk and scientific lexicons.

"

/^ ^P

ous cultures sometimes

many
such data fFleck et al. 1999; Wilkie

Saridan 1999). In particular, the problem explored in this paper, lexical underdif-

estimates fif named
incorrect

informants
_- ^^^ ^^ iiciiiico;. V7U1 ifjbuiis suggest inar it;t>b

ethnobiological data can be obtained by interview methods designed

misleadin,

cies.
named

chirop

Matses are more observant naturalists than their im
cul

;mhcance, the Matses recognize many distinct kinds which
discriminate by morphological and behavioral features, a^^l

knowledge of chiropteran diversity includes
archical struchire. Although it would be misleadine to sueeest that such knowl

members of Matses society,
de

tailed information about bats widely shared among members of European c

tures (all of whidi likewise label Chiroptera with a sinele vernacular lexeme)
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Given the technical complexities of formally analyzing interview results for

lexical and sublexical content, however, alternative (or additional) cross-cultural

interactions that can significantly increase the efficiency of biological inventory

fieldwork merit consideration. Although specimens haphazardly contributed by
(or purchased from) natives are routinely preserved by inventory workers, direct

participation of indigenous peoples in routine specimen collection and data re-

cording (e.g., as described by Berlin 1984) is far less common. In the course of

our continuing fieldwork at Nuevo San Juan, the Matses have responded enthu-

siastically to the opportunity of gainful employment as inventory participants,

resulting in a larger species list than we could otherwise have obtained in the

same time. For example, of the 57 species of bats currently known from vouchered

records in our study area (Appendix A), 34 species were collected by Matses

hunters, whose notebooks provide hitherto unrecorded aspects of roosting be-

havior for some taxa. Clearly, the real promise of cross-cultural contributions to

biological diversity assessment cannot be realized without transcending the mere

recording of local plant and animal names.

Coda.~As a final anecdote, we note that while knowledge of bat natural history

may not be important to the Matses for subsistence or ritual purposes, knowledge

of bat behavior can come in handy nonetheless. The following sentence, an excerpt

from the wirming entry in a Matses letter-writing contest at Nuevo San Juan, was

meant to make a sweetheart laueh in addition to enamorins: her:

cueshan-n tnchesh-n chiuish hacue sin-aid istuid-ash

bat-Erg night-Loc fig fruit ripen-Pat.Nzr find-after:S/A>S

cuishonque-an-ac-bimbo-ec tnibi ush-qiiin

rejoice-Incep-Act.Nzr-like-Advzr 2 sIeep-while:S/A>A

is-ash cuishonqtie-e-bi

see-after:S/A>S rejoice-Npast-lS

7ust as bats start vocalizing joyfully when they find ripe fig fruits at night

rejoice when I see you in my dreams.'

NOTES

The in this paper is the phonemically-based practical orthography de-

personnel
pronounced

Spanish, with the following exceptions: ^"is a high central unrounded vowel ([i]); c (spelled

?« preceding e, e and /) is pronounced as a glottal stop word-finally and preceding con-

sonants, and as [k] elsewhere; d is pronounced as a flap between vowels, and as a [a\

elsewhere; and ts should be read as an unvoiced alveolar affricate. Word-level stress is on

even-numbered syllables (counting from left to right).

' Prompted responses were often suspect. R,r example, Pallas's Long-tongued ^^^'"""^
|*«S" s„na„„) illustrated in Emmons (1990: plate 6) »T^^:^:^ ^ZuelZ ẐZ
mingbird

nocturnal

absence of the pichire.
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^ Gloss line abbreviations: 1, First Person; 2, Second Person; 3, Third Person; A, Transitive

Subject; Advzr, Adverbalizer; Agt, Agent; Aug, Augmentative; Coll, Collective; Diff.Ref, Dif-

ferent Referent; Dim, Diminutive; Distr, Distributive; Emph, Emphatic; Erg, Ergative; Gen,

Genitive; Hab, Habitual; Incep, Inceptive; Incho, Inchoative; Indie, Indicative; Iiitent, Intention;

Intr, Intransitive Agreement; Iter, Iterative; Loc, Locative; Neg, Negative; Npast, Nonpast;

Nzr. Nominalizer; Q Direct Obiect; Pat, Patient; PI, Plural; redup. Reduplication; S, Intran-

Transitive Agreement; >, Interclausal Argument Tracking

mi
linguistically

4 By "natural category" we mean "logically natural" or "polythetic" or ''general" in the

ser\se that the members of the set share multiple distinguishing characteristics.

^ Another way to distinguish between recognition of natural categories and description of

individual variation is asking questions about natural history to determine if the categories

are characterized by multiple co-varying morphological and behavioral features. Unfortu-

nately, such interview methodology guarantees unreliable answers due to the inherently

leading nature of such questioning (Fleck 1997).

^ Recognition of sublexemic folk-biological categories is not unique to Matses classification

of bats. For example, the Matses lexically underdifferentiate species of Geonoma treelet

palms, lumping more than half of the local Geonoma species (at least 8) and the only local

species of the closely-related genus Pholidostadtys in the terminal folk taxon chonco. How-

ever, there is only one kind of chonco that the Matses use for making children's bows

{Geonoma maxima (Poit.) Kunth), and the leaves of Pholidostachys synanthera (Mart.) H. E.

Moore are used for thatch, while the leaves of none of the Geonoma species are used for

this purpose. All palm specimens are deposited at the New York Botanical Garden with

duplicates at the Herbario del Museo de Historia Natural de la Universidad Nacional Mayor

de San Marcos in Lima, Peru. See Henderson et al. (1995) for palm nomenclature. '

^ By contrast, taxa with high cultural salience but low perceptual salience (e.g., domesti-

distin

typical- - r -^- --""^v.^, u/uiL wj vic^ii^-cj-'irs LlldL die IlOIl-prOTOTypiCdi Ul lldVlii^ i^vv v**-*-

guishing attributes associated with them. Note that even very high cultural salience with

gmtio

monachiis
monkey
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APPENDIX A.—

L

Family

Subfamily

Genus species

vouchered

Emballonuridae

kapvl

(Wagner^

Peropteryx leucoptera Peters, 1867
Peropteryx cf. macrotis (Wagner, 1843)

Rltynchonycteris naso (Wied-Neuwied, 1^

Saccopteryx bilineata (Temminck, 1838)

Saccopteryx leptura (Schreber, 1774)

Noctilionidae

Noctilio albiventris Desmarest, 1818

Phyllostomidae

Phyllostominae

Chrolopterus auritus (Peters, 1856)

Glyplionycteris daviesi (Hill, 1964)

Glyphonycteris sylvestris Thomas, 1896

Lampronycteris brachyotis (Dobson, 1879)

Macrophyllum macrophyllum (Schinz, 182

Micronycteris hirsuta (Peters, 1869)

Microny^

Miller

Micronycteris minuta (Gervais, 1856)

Mimon crenu

Phylloderma
;

Phyllostomus

Phyllostomus

1865

English common names'

Sheath-tailed Bats

Chestnut Sac-winged Bat

Greater Dog-like Bat

White-winged Dog-like Bat

Lesser Dog-like Bat

Proboscis Bat

Greater Sac-winged Bat

Lesser Sac-winged Bat

Bulldog Bats

Lesser Bulldog Bat

American Leaf-nosed Bats

Spear-nosed Bats

Big-eared woolly Bat

Davie's Big-eared Bat

Tri-colored Big-eared Bat

Yellow-throated Big-eared

Bat

Long-legged Bat

Hairy Big-eared Bat

Little Big-eared Bat

Common Big-eared Bat

White-beUied Big-eared

Bat

none
Striped Hairy-nosed Bat

Pale-faced Bat

Lesser Spear-nosed Bat

Greater Spear-nosed Bat
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APPENDIX A.—(continued)

Family

Subfamily

Genus speciesa

Tonatia brasiliense (Peters, 1866)

Tonatia sauwphila Koopman and Williams,

1951

Tonalia silvicola (d'Orbigny, 1836)

Trachops cirrhosus (Spix, 1823)

Trinydcris nicefori (Sanborn, 1949)

Glossophaginae

Anoum caudifera (E. Geoffroy, 1818)
Choeronisciis minor (Peters, 1868)

Glossophaga soricina (Pallas, 1766)

Lonchoplnjlla mordax Thomas, 1903
Lonchophylla lliomasi

J. A. Allen, 1904
Carolliinae

CarolUa brevicauda (Schinz, 1821)
CarolUa castanea H. Allen, 1890
CarolUa perspicillata (Linnaeus, 1758)
Rhinopfnjlla fischerae Carter, 1966
RhinopfnjUa pumilio Peters, 1865

Stenodermatinae

Artibeus anderseni Osgood, 1916
Arlibeus glaucus Thomas, 1893
Artibeus gnomus Handley, 1987
Artibeus jamaicensis Leach, 1821
Artibeus lituratus (Olfers, 1818)
Artibeus obscurus (Schinz, 1821)
Ectophylla macconnelli (Thomas, 1901)
Plalyrrhinus cf. heJleri (Peters, 1866)
Platyrrhinus infuscus (Peters, 1880)
Stuniira lilium (E. Geoffroy, 1810)

Sturnira magna de la Torre, 1966

Urodcrnia bilobatum Peters, 1866
Furipteridae

Furiptcrus Jmrens (F. Cuvier, 1828)
Thyropteridae

Tltyroptera tricolor Spix, 1823
Vespertilionidae

Eptesicus brasiliensis (Desmarest, 1819)
Myotis albescens (E. Geoffroy, 1806)
Myotis riparius Handley, 1960

Molossidae

Molosstis molossus (Pallas, 1766)
Molossus rufus E. Geoffroy, 1805
Promops centralis Thomas, 1915

English common names'

Pygmy Round-eared Bat

Stripe-headed Round-eared
Bat

White-throated Round-
eared Bat

Fringe-lipped Bat

Niceforo's Big-eared Bat

Nectar-feeding or Long-
tongued Bats

Tailed Tailless Bat [sic]

Lesser Long-tongued Bat

Pallas's Long-tongued Bat

Goldman's Nectar Bat

Thomas's Nectar Bat

Little Spear-nosed & Short-

tailed Fruit Bats

Silky Short-tailed Bat

Chestnut Short-tailed Bat

Seba's Short-tailed Bat

Fischer's Little Fruit Bat

Dwarf Little Fruit Bat

Neotropical Fruit Bats

Andersen's Fruit-eating Bat

Silver Fruit-eating Bat

none
Jamaican Fruit-eating Bat

Great Fruit-eating Bat

Dark Fruit-eating Bat

Macconnell's Bat

Heller's Broad-nosed Bat

Buffy Broad-nosed Bat

Little Yellow-shouldered

Bat

Greater Yellow-shouldered

Bat

Tent-making Bat

Thumbless Bats

Thumbless Bat

Disk-winged Bats

Spix's Disk-winged Bat

Vesper Bats

Brazilian Brown Bat

Silver-tipped Myotis

Riparian Myotis
Free-tailed Bats

Pallas's Mastiff Bat

Black Mastiff Bat

Big Crested Mastiff Bat

(1^9^ and tSi^^^^^^^^^
'^'^-^^ Koopman (1993) as modified by Simmons and Voss

^ Common names from Wilson and Cole (2000), Reid (1997), and Emmons (1997).
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APPENDIX B.—BAT NATURAL HISTORY TEXTS

includes

guage text segmented morpheme-by-morpheme, the se

pheme glosses, and the third line is a free translation foi

the other 6 texts only the free translations are provided.

Informant F (35-year-old man; Nuevo San Juan; 27 June 1998; 1:39 min)

FOl cueshan chui-nu

bat telMntent;l

T'm going to tell about bats/

F02 cueshan nad-quid ne-e-c

bat do.thus-Agt.Nzr be-Npast-Indic

'Bats are ones that are like this:

F03 cueshan inchesh-n natia-mbo-she mamen-an-e-c

bat dark-Loc mucK-Aug-Aug laugh-Incep-Npast

'At night, bats begin laughing loudly.'

F04 cueshan capu-e-c inchesh-n

bat locomote-Npast-Indic night-Loc

'Bats fly around at night.'

F05 cuete bacu'e pe-quid cueshan ne-e-c

dicot.tree fruit eat-Agt.Nzr bat be-Npast-Indic

'Bats are dicot tree fruit eaters.'

F06 chiuish bacu'e chedo pe-quid
fig fruit etc/too eat-Hab

F07

'They eat figs and other similar fruits.'

adembidi capishto cucadacha chedo pe-quid cueshan

likewise:Tr cricket cockroach etc/too eat-Agt.Nzr bat

ne-e-c

be-Npast-Indic

'Likewise, they are ones that eat crickets, cockroaches, etc'

F08 adembidi cueshan cuete shecue-n ush-quid

likewise:Tr bat dicot.tree hole-Loc sleep-Agt.Nzr

ne-e-c

be-Npast-Indic

1
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'Also, bats are ones that sleep in hollow trees/

F09 mechodo shecue-n ush-ash-bi cute sh'ecue-n

termite.nest hole-Loc sleep-after:S/A>S-Emph dicot.tree hole-Loc

ush-ash depuen shecue-n ush-ash

sleep-after:S/A>S stream.headwaters hole-Loc sleep-after:S/A>S

que-quid cuesban ne-e-c

do-Agt.Nzr bat be-Npast-Indic

gullies.'

in termite nests, in

FIO hadiad-tt capu-esa cuesban ne-e-c
day.time-Loc locomote-Neg.A.Nzr bat be-Npast-Indic

time

:S/A>S

Fll inchesh-n-tiid-bi cuesban mamen-an-ec
dark-Loc-only-Emph bat laugh-Incep-\

capu-e-c

locomote-Npast-Indic

'Bats fly around laughing only at night.'

F12 cuete bacue pe-ec cuishonque-e-c
dicot.tree fruit eat-while:S/A>S rejoice-Npast-Indic

'They vocalize happily as they eat dicot tree fruits.'

F13 ad-quid cuesban ne-e-c
do.thus-Agt.Nzr bat be-

'Bats are ones that do like that.'

F14 cuesban mani che-quid

Indie

bat
ne-e-c

plantain eat.unchewed-Agt.Nzr be-Npast-Indic
'Bats are plantain eaters.'

F15 adecbidi matses-n intac chish-quid ne-e-c
likewise:Intr Matses-Gen blood suck-Agt.Nzr be-Npast-Indic
opa-n intac chedo
dog-Gen blood etc/too

'Also, bats are ones that suck Matses' blood, dogs' blood, too.'

F16 cuesban titsi-utsi-ec

bat
other-(redup=Distr)-Advzr:Intr be'-Npast-Indic

'There are different kinds of bats.'
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F17 ushu-mbo ic-ash-bi cheshe-mho ic-ash-hi

white-Aug be-after:S/A>S-Emph black-Aug be-after:S/A>S

incuente cho-qiiid ic-e-c cuesban ic-quid

tail have-Agt.Nzr be-Npast-Indic bat be-Agt.Nzr

ne-e-c

be-Npast-Indic

'Bats are light-colored, black or free-tailed/

F18 ctiete sh'ecue-n ic-e-c cuesban

dicot.tree hole-Loc be-Npast-Indic bat

ad-ash-bi mechodo shecue-n

do.thus-after:S/A>S-Emph termite.nest hole-Loc

'Bats are in hollow dicot trees; also in hollow termite nests/

F19 nua-mbo cuesban ic-nuc-bi utsi-bo ania-tsec

large-Aug bat be-while:Diff.Ref-Emph other-Coll small-Dim

tsad-quid cuesban ne-e-c

be:Pl-Agt.Nzr bat be-Npast-hidic

'Bats are ones that while some bats are large, other (groups of bats) are

small.'

F20 utsi hepucte podo an-diad-tsec-ec ush-quid

other leaf leaf inside-hang-Dim-while:S/A>S sleep-Hab

'Other little ones sleep hanging inside dicot leaves [roUed-up new banana

and wild banana leaves].'
r

F21 utsi-hi cuete da-diad-tsec-ec

other-Emph dicot.tree trunk-hang-Dim-while

ush-e-c cuete t'edion

sleep-Npast-Indic dicot.tree below

;S/A>S

(small ones) sleep hanging onto the trunk

f22 cuete chimeshad-aid t'edion diad-tsec-ec

dicot.tree fall.over-Pat.Nzr below hang-Dim-while:S/A>S

^sh-quid cuesban ne-e-c

sleep-Agt.Nzr bat be-Npast-Indic

'[Those] little bats are ones that sleep hanging on the underside

trees.'
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Infonnant G (30-year-old man; Buenas Lomas; 3 July 1998; 1:47 min)

I'm going to tell about bats next. Bats are ones that eat their food, little soft

fruits, as they flv around at nieht. That is how the bats that live in termite nests

hollows/holes. That one is one that is inside

That same

They

that lives in

"les like that,

from

in

That's how many
there are. There are many bats. Others I haven't seen yet. I'm only going to tell

about the bats I've seen. That's really how many bats there are. Bats are ones that

eat like that. Bats eat in different manners.

Informant E (40-year-oId man; Nuevo San Juan; 1 July 1998; 2:25 min)

types

their

bats next. There are different

chested bats, black bats. On

under trees. Bats sleep in

>leeD under buttress roots.

the

the trunks of very dry trees. Otl
^twisted. Also, others are in big hollows, in^biglioTlows oTbig fe>«;?fl
there are very, very many (kinds of) bats. Bats are of many different types.
that is very small, that one lives on the river. (That) little, gray bat roosts ovi
river .

. .^
the bat. A red bat, that is one that sucks blood ... a red bat. They

Chickens blood, Matses' too. Bats are like that. Bats exist in truly many different
xarieties. there are many bats. Bats are ones that are really like that. Bats are ones
mat you cant say all the places where they sleep. They each sleep in different

p aces. After Matses see how they've made (their nests), they make their nest

ZrZl77;^ u"''
P'^'P^' ^^^'^'' *^y ^^^^ ^S^^- After making holes in a

^eZ^^V If f "^"'P- ™"^^ '^''^ i« ^ good' dry dead Cecropialeat the bat

drffprp'nf
^^S*'^-^!"^^^ bat. That's where the bats are. Bats are found dwelling in

different ways. [I] have not seen " " -
all the bats.

every one yet. After catchine them

Informant D (45-year-old man; Buen Peru; 6 July 1998; 1:20 min)

insidttouses M^^
"'"'""'^ '^ ^' ^^y'^'' "^^^y '^^^ «"* ^t ^^gh*- Many come

ra thoLTpv i r"'^ "P^ P^^"*^^^' ^--y bats come inside the house. And

are ones thatL ^"^ ''^'^- ^'^^ ^''' ^^ ^^°^d right inside the house. Bats

thev kill thp Lfc X, ^ ^' ^^^ o^«^ tb^^ has a tiny tail eats plantams,

Iniet t'll 'tror^har
"' '*^ ** ^" °< ^^-^ 'y ^"""^ °^f

"""
e. ine same one that is m new rolled wild banana leaves is the one
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that keeps on coming to the house. The (little) bats keep coming after sleeping
hanging in the forest. At the top horizontal roof pole . . . after entering into [the

space above] the top roof pole, bats give birth right there and get used to living

That

are all wing.

There are many

Informant C (40-year-old man; Buen Peru; 12 July 1998; 2:11 min)

(And now), bats. Bats are found in places like this: In holes in stream head-

water gullies and in btided palm [Attalea hutymcea] leaves on the tip where it is

not pinnately divided. After biting the buded [Attalea butyracea] palm frond while

hanging onto the frond, after biting the frond [to shape it into a tent], that one

hangs inside. Bats sleep in shecmaucudanmes palm [Hyospathe elegans] leaves, wild

banana leaves, and in all leaves. Bats are ones that are like that. Bats want to bite

Matses. People who are bitten by bats . . . after the bat bites them, their blood

Inedible ones. They

They eat plantains that Matses

around

around very high up. Another

many bats: little black bats, iignt-

t^^ nn Fhp h\o- rivpr. Bats are under

places hke that. Bats fly around at dusk. Bats laugh happily at night. After grab-

bing fig fruits, as they come flying by, they drop fruits down at house roofs. The

bats throw fruits at the house so people will think, ''a demon is hitting the house

throwing things/' Bat are ones that do like that. There are different types of bats:

black bats and others, red bats, little white bats, black bats, big black bats. Bats

fletched arrow passin

makin

Informant H (55-year-old man; Estiron; 28 J

The

in
[bat call and flapping imitations] at night. They

ing around

imitations]. After doing like that, many fly around

here. They keep on going to pick fig fruits and s

ing, they do not eat while perching

uall

and

eat
//

Tth to eat fruits of big fig trees. They drop [fruits] as they contmually

They continually fly around like that in groups. At night they contin-

lot. They also fly along the river. In the swiddens, they eat plantains

that have been cut down, without saying, "they have hung this up to

j.,^i.^ ^^ hhn 1;innr ot MatseS,

They also eat plantains

then
find soft [ripened] plant

While continually coming

primary

% coming back and forth ripping off pieces, bats do not eat all [of the plantamj.
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They eat leaving part of it [i.e., wastefully, without finishing it]. They

Matses houses. After flying around

termite nest that is halfway

While

sleep like that.

ground, bats sleep (in

Informant I (30 year-old man; Buenas Lomas; 28 July 1998; 2:10 min)

Bats. One is a big bat, another is a little bat, and still another [lives] on the

river. Bats were hanging under a fallen tree that bridges a stream. There was one

that was a very small one, and another was a big bat. That one [the big bat] lives

in termite nests, and another in tree hollows. Bats are even in holes in the ground,

too. Their food plantains. . . [incomplete sentence]. They are hucu tree [Cecropia

spp.] fruit eaters. Bats eat all sorts of things. Bats live in holes in the ground. Bats

are in new rolled leaves of wild banana plants. Bats hang in old houses, inside

the house. Bats are truly plantain eaters. They strongly desire plantains. They

continually carry off vine fruits. Fig fruits, bats also eat things like that, things

like fig fruits. There is another big bat, a very dark-colored one, a big one. There

was another big bat, a very big, large bat that said, "tsecque, tsecque, tsecque.''

Yet another a small bat . . . [incomplete sentence]. Bats come inside houses wanting
to eat plantains. Also, they are ones that bite dogs on the ears. Bats bite dogs,

ear-biting them. They come indoors. They fly aroimd indoors. All bats fly around
at night outdoors, too . . . high up. That's all.


